School of Law
Event: Visited Luskar Jail
Date: 23rd November, 2019
Venue: Gautam Buddha Nagar, UP
No. of Participants: Students-25

REPORT
Student of Legal Aid Society JEMTEC School of law in collaboration with District Legal
Authority, Gautam Buddha Nagar visited Luskar Jail, Gautam Buddha Nagar, Uttar Pradesh. The
jail visit was organised on 23rd November 2019 wherein 25 volunteers observe the Luskar jail.
The visit was conducted under the kind supervision of Dr. Pallavi Gupta and Mr.Manvendra
Singh.

Observation:
The volunteers interacted with under trials and convicted prisoners who were guilty or were
charged for the crimes such as murder, half murder, theft, and severe hurt. The volunteers also
examined that the prisoners were allowed to call their family on every Friday for the duration of
maximum 15 minutes the volunteers also observe that the prisoners themselves invented a Led
bulb which can be operated on the hand palm itself; which is being run by new horizon project.
Another Indian Vision Foundation running a project for the personality development of
prisoners, inaugurated by Hon’ble Lieutenant Governor of Pondicherry Kiran Bedi.
India Vision Foundation is coordinating in various fields that are singing, Art and Craft,
Computer classes and adult education also provided to interested prisoners. Another inspirational
thing that all the volunteers noticed was that, there was a session going on “SUNDER KAND”,
which is a heartily prayer to the almighty by all the prisoners. There is hospital facility and a
library for all the prisoners. Students observed that the jail administration was completely
undertaken by the prisoners themselves from basic like gardening and cleaning, and other daily
life practise.

Conclusion:
All the volunteers got to know about the life of all the prisoners and changed their mind set
regarding the prison. Also, they got to know about the rights and laws associated with prisoners
Students of Legal Aid Society discussed about concept of constitutional rights of prisoners, Plea
Bargaining and Parole etc. for the purpose of legal awareness.
It was a great learning experience to students.
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